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Abstract. The support of high spectral efficiency MIMO 
spatial-multiplexing communication in OFDM-based 
WLAN systems conforming to IEEE 802.11n standard 
requires the design and use of compact antennas and 
arrays with low correlation ports. For this purpose, 
compact space-multimode diversity provisioning stacked 
circular multimode microstrip patch antenna arrays 
(SCP-ULA) are proposed in this paper and their per-
formance in terms of spatial and modal correlations, 
ergodic spectral efficiencies as well as compactness with 
respect to antenna arrays formed of vertically-oriented 
center-fed dipole elements (DP-ULA) and dominant-
mode operating circular microstrip patch antennas (CP-
ULA) are presented. The lower spatial and modal cor-
relations and the consequent higher spectral efficiency 
of SCP-ULA with ML detection over statistically-clus-
tered Kronecker-based spatially-correlated NLOS 
Ricean fading channels with respect to DP-ULA and CP-
ULA at significantly lower antenna and array sizes 
represents SCP-ULA as a promising solution for de-
ployment in terminals, modems and access points of 
next-generation high-speed 802.11n MIMO-OFDM 
WLAN systems. 
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1. Introduction  
In the concurrent and next-generation communication 

systems, the spectral efficiency and transmission quality 
can be vastly enhanced by multiple-input multiple-output 
(MIMO) communication techniques [1]. In communication 

systems employing MIMO spatial-multiplexing, higher 
data rates can be achieved when there are a large number 
of scatterers between the transmit and receive antennas i.e. 
rich-scattering environment. However, the spatial correla-
tion between transmit and receive antenna ports that is 
dependent on antenna-specific parameters such as the ra-
diation patterns, the distance between the antenna elements 
as well as the channel characteristics such as unfavorable 
spatial distribution of scatterers and angular spread se-
verely degrades the capacity and quality achievable by 
MIMO spatial-multiplexing systems. 

The space consumption of MIMO antennas is espe-
cially vital in applications such as access points, modems 
and end-user terminal equipments (laptops, PDAs etc.) of 
WLAN and WIMAX systems. When regularly spaced 
antenna elements are used in MIMO systems, the correla-
tion between the antenna elements in a space diversity 
system and hence the channel capacity and transmission 
quality are dependent on the distance between antenna 
array elements, the number of antenna elements and the 
array geometry. However, due to the physical constraints 
and the concerns on ergonomics and aesthetics, the dis-
tance between antenna elements in practice cannot be ex-
tended beyond a certain level which limits the use of space-
only diversity MIMO spatial-multiplexing systems to 
achieve the desired spectral efficiencies and transmission 
qualities. As an alternative solution to achieve compactness 
in MIMO systems, the use of pattern diversity [2], [3], 
multimode diversity [4], [5], and polarization diversity [6], 
[7] techniques in conjunction with space diversity are pro-
posed in the literature. 

Besides polarization diversity that is well-known, 
multimode and pattern diversity techniques that are less 
addressed in antenna engineering community are achieved 
by using higher-order mode generation in antenna struc-
tures and in general microstrip, biconical, helical, spiral, 
sinuous and log-periodic antenna structures are amenable 
to higher-order mode generation. In this manner, the 
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higher-order modes generated in a single antenna structure 
with directional radiation patterns resulting in low spatial 
correlation in angle space are used as diversity ports in 
a MIMO system within a compact space. In pattern diver-
sity on the other hand that is slightly different than multi-
mode diversity, orthogonal radiation patterns generated on 
distinct antennas that are co-located at the phase-centers 
are generated and used as diversity ports. 

In this work, a multimode stacked circular microstrip 
patch antenna used in a uniform linear array structure 
(SCP-ULA) for MIMO-OFDM WLAN systems conform-
ing to IEEE 802.11n standard is designed and the associ-
ated spatial power correlation, ergodic spectral efficiency 
and compactness with respect to omnidirectional dipole 
(DP-ULA) and circular microstrip uniform linear arrays 
(CP-ULA) operating in the dominant isotropic TM01 mode 
are analyzed. Section 2 represents the 802.11n MIMO-
OFDM WLAN details as well as the associated system and 
statistically-clustered Kronecker-based correlated channel 
models for MIMO spatial-multiplexing. Section 3 is dedi-
cated to the design procedure of stacked circular microstrip 
antenna for IEEE 802.11n MIMO-OFDM WLAN commu-
nication in HFSSv.11@TM CAD program and the analysis 
of the marginal and superimposition radiation patterns as 
well as S-parameters and VSWR variations versus fre-
quency respectively. In Section 4, the gains of SCP-ULA 
with respect to CP-ULA and DP-ULA in terms of spa-
tial/modal correlations, ergodic spectral efficiency as well 
as compactness are presented. Finally, Section 5 concludes 
the paper. 

2. IEEE 802.11N WLANS and 
Associated System/Channel Models  
The wireless local area network (WLAN) technology 

for medium-range indoor/outdoor wireless communications 
standardized by IEEE P802.11 working group has emerged 
from pre-802.11 standards towards spectrally-efficient and 
multipath-robust OFDM modulation based 802.11b and 
802.11a/g with data rates increasing up to a maximum of 
54 Mbps for  802.11a/g. These standards are limited to the 
use of single transmit and receive antenna at the access 
points and modems as well as laptops/PDAs in WLANs for 
end-users forming a SISO-OFDM (single-input single-
output OFDM) channel. In the last decade, with the prolif-
eration of MIMO spatial-multiplexing technology using 
multiple transmit and receive antennas achieving much 
higher data rates without sacrificing either bandwidth or 
transmit power with respect to SISO systems, IEEE 802.11 
standard is later extended with the version 802.11n incor-
porating MIMO capability with the first amendment pub-
lished in 2009 [8] proposing operation at lower and upper 
ISM bands of 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz with the correspond-
ing bandwidths of 20 MHz and 40 MHz respectively. By 
the use of MIMO spatial-multiplexing technology, higher-
order 64/128/256-QAM modulations, a 40 MHz channel 
bandwidth at 5.8 GHz that is double that of legacy IEEE 

802.11 a/b/g systems, a cyclic prefix (CP) of 400 ns that is 
half of legacy systems which reduces symbol time and 
hence increases data rates, more efficient OFDM structure 
with 52 subcarriers with respect to 48 subcarriers in legacy 
systems, and frame-aggregation/block-acknowledgement 
protocol with higher packet sizes at the MAC layer [9], 
[10], IEEE 802.11n standard sets forth the basis for multi-
media-enabling high-throughput next-generation WI-FI 
networks. 

The transmitter and receiver block diagrams of 
an IEEE 802.11n based MIMO-OFDM WLAN system is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The binary data is first encoded by 
channel encoder after which the encoded bits are multi-
plexed into sub-streams, modulated, and transmitted from 
each antenna. At the receiver side, after a digital represen-
tation of N received signals is obtained by ADCs, the CP is 
removed and N-point DFT is performed per receiver 
branch. Since the MIMO-OFDM system turns into a nar-
row band flat-fading MIMO channel per sub-carrier over 
multipath fading channels, the received signal vector per 
sub-carrier is given by: 

 ),(),()(),( kikiiki nsHy   (1) 

where i and k are sub-carrier and symbol indices respec-
tively. Here, H(i) represents NM dimensional channel 
matrix for the ith sub-carrier, s(i, k) represents modulated 
transmit symbol vectors for the ith sub-carrier and n(i, k)  
represents additive white Gaussian noise at the ith subcar-
rier and kth symbol index with N independent and identi-
cally distributed (i.i.d) zero-mean complex elements with 
variance of n

2.  
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Fig. 1. Transmitter and receiver diagrams of a MIMO-OFDM 
WLAN system: (a) Transmitter. (b) Receiver. 

Amongst the MIMO channel models proposed in the 
literature such as deterministic models (ray-tracing, re-
corded impulse response etc.) or stochastic models (geo-
metric ring, parametric, correlation-based etc.), we deploy 
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as the channel model the statistically-clustered Kronecker 
channel model for the characterization of the spatially-
correlated MIMO channel in this work which has also been 
standardized for MIMO-OFDM IEEE 802.11n WLAN 
systems in [9]. Kronecker model assumes seperability 
between transmit/receive spatial correlations and the same 
model is also used for the performance analysis of indoor 
MIMO systems with stacked circular microstrip patch 
antennas with pattern diversity in [3]. 

The general geometry of the statistically-clustered 
Kronecker model we employ throughout the sequel repre-
senting the clusters and the transmission paths is repre-
sented in Fig. 2. For simplicity, only reflection from a 
single cluster is assumed in this work for the evaluation of 
the correlation and consequently spectral efficiencies, and 
the extension of the model to include a higher number of 
clusters is straightforward due to the additivity of spatial 
correlations. 

The spatially-correlated channel matrix Hc in 
Kronecker model is formulated as: 

 
NLOSLOSc KK

K
HHH







1

1

1
  (2) 

and includes Rayleigh fading for K = 0, Ricean fading for 
higher K values and also AWGN channel for K = ∞ where 
HLOS and HNLOS  are LOS (line-of-sight) and NLOS (nonline-
of-sight) components respectively, K is the Ricean K-factor 
given by the ratio of the LOS component’s power over NLOS 
component’s power [1] and the NLOS channel matrix is 
defined as [9]: 

 2/12/1
twrNLOS RHRH    (3) 

where Hw denotes Wishart-type random matrix, Rr and Rt 
denote the transmit and receive spatial power correlation  
matrices  respectively. The LOS component of the channel 
is also assumed to be rank one, and  defined as [11]: 

    HLOS tLOS,rLOS,  aaH    (4) 

where  a is the array response as a function of the solid 

angle ),(  , while tLOS,  and  rLOS,  are AoA/AoD 

corresponding to the LOS component at the transmitter and 
receiver respectively. 

3. Design of Multimode Stacked 
Circular Patch (SCP) Microstrip 
Antenna  
The multimode stacked circular microstrip patch an-

tenna (SCP) proposed for IEEE 802.11n MIMO-OFDM 
WLAN application in this work has the upper antenna in 
the stack excited at the TM11 mode and the bottom an-
tenna excited at the TM21 mode to meet the compactness 
requirements since the radius of a circular microstrip patch 

antenna scales up with the mode number m excited given 
by the formula [12]: 

 
r

ma



2
    (5) 

where m  indicates the first zero of the derivative of the 

first kind Bessel function of order m )(xJm as presented in 

Tab. 1. 
 

 TM01 TM11 TM21 TM31 TM41 TM51 TM61 

m  3.82 1.84 3.04 4.18 5.29 6.38 7.46 

Tab. 1. m for different modal orders.  
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Fig. 2.  Geometry of the clustered channel model representing 

clusters and transmit/receive antenna arrays (44 
array) where c is the mean A.O.D. of the cluster. 

The far-field radiation patterns for a circular micro-
strip patch antenna excited at the m-th mode is further 
given by [13]: 
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where kf= 2/ is the wavenumber, Jm(x) is the Bessel  
function of first kind of order m, a is the patch radius, Vm

0 
is the peak input voltage of the mth mode, 0 is the 
reference azimuth angle for the feed of the circular patch, 
and z = kf  a sin(). Via these far-field radiation patterns,  
neglecting elevation spread that is acceptable for indoor 
propagation environments and assuming the look-direction 
coincident with broadside is  = /2, only   components 
of the far-field radiation pattern dependent on the azimuth 
angle  in (6) remains. Azimuth plane radiation patterns for 
mode orders m = 1, 2, 3 are presented in Fig. 3. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 3. Radiation patterns of multimode circular patch 
antennas: (a) TM11 mode, (b)TM21 mode, (c)TM31 
mode. 

The SCP antenna fed by microstrip feed lines de-
signed in HFSSv.11 3D EM design and analysis software 
is presented in Fig. 4. To stay at the proper point of the 
trade-off between antenna bandwidth improvement and the 
antenna efficiency decrease/pattern distortion as well as to 
keep mutual coupling low, the distances between ground 
and bottom antenna as well as between circular antennas 
are kept as 0.5 mm. To ensure high radiation efficiency, the 
dielectric constant of the substrate is further chosen low as 
r = 2.2.  

The theoretical radius of the top and bottom antennas 
in SCP antenna excited by TM11 and TM21 modes via (5) 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4.  The side (a) and the top (b) view of the SCP antenna 
with microstrip feed lines in HFSS. 

are respectively given by 10.2 mm and 17 mm respectively. 
However, including the fringing effect [7], the actual 
effective radius of the circular patch antenna that is larger 
than estimated by (7) is obtained by the formula: 
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through which the effective radiuses of TM11 and TM21 
modes are found to be 10.6 mm and 17.4 mm respectively. 
To operate both stack elements at the same resonant 
frequency, the radius of the antenna of TM21 mode is 
further modified and set as 20.67 mm in HFSSv.11@TM 
while the radius of the antenna operating on TM11 mode is 
used according to the theoretical value of 10.26 mm. 

For the impedance matching of the SCP antenna at 
802.11n upper ISM band WLAN operating frequency of 
5.8 GHz for a 50  load, the radiation resistances for both 
stack antennas have to be evaluated first for TM11 mode 
and TM21 modes. The real Poynting vector is given by 
[13]: 
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and integrating the real part of (10): 
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The relation between (11) and the radiation resistance 

rR  is given by: 
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where Gr is the radiation conductance. In this manner, the 
radiation resistance of elements operating on TM11 mode 
and TM21 mode are obtained as 342.57 Ω and 156.13 Ω 
respectively. In the stack antenna the radiation resistance of 
TM21 mode is further obtained as 131.21 Ω and the radia-
tion resistance of TM11 mode is found as 315.04 Ω in 
HFSSv.11@TM.   

Antenna input impedances are described by the 
equations: 
 ininin jXRZ  ,   (14) 
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in G
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 ,    (15) 

 cdrin GGGG     (16) 

where Zin, is input impedance, Rin is input resistance, Xin is 
input reactance, Gin is input conductance, Gd is dielectric 
conductance and Gc is the conductor conductance 
respectively. Since the antenna patch used in the design is 
selected as a zero-loss conductor, there exists no conductor 
resistance. On the other hand, the dielectric conductance 
value can be calculated via [14] as: 
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where εm0 = 2 for m = 0 and εm0 = 1 for m  0, and h is 
height of dielectric substrate of microstrip line. The effec-
tive loss tangent of the dielectric material with r = 2.2 is 
determined as  = 0.0009. Using these values, the dielec-
tric conductances for TM11 and TM21 modes are obtained 
as Gd = 1.4925  10-4 and Gd = 6.0936  10-4 respectively. 
These values are quite small so that it is rational not to take 
dielectric conductances into account for Gin calculations 
and to state that the input resistances of the antenna oper-
ating at TM11 mode is 342.57 Ω, and the input resistance 
of the antenna operating at TM21 mode is 156.13 Ω. To 
adapt these resistance values to 50 Ω, microstrip feed line 
widths for both elements in the stacked antenna are deter-
mined as 1.5 mm via the guideline equations in [15] such 
that both stack elements are matched to 50Ω input resis-
tance. 

In the design of SCP antenna, the antenna reactances 
are further calculated via 
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and found as -j162.7 Ω and –j107.13 Ω for TM11 and 
TM21 modes respectively. In the stack antenna, the 
evaluation of the reactances of antenna with TM21 mode is 
obtained as j77.316 Ω while that of TM11 mode is found 
as j123.25 Ω that are quite high values for matching and 
can be minimized by optimizing the length of the micro-
strip feed lines.  

The characteristic impedance of the feed line can be 
found depending on the size of the microstrip feed line by 
using: 
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where L is microstrip feed line width. Effective dielectric 
constant is also calculated via: 
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According to the desired characteristic impedance 
value, the ratio of the microstrip feedline width L to 
dielectric substrate height h is calculated via: 
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where A and B are: 
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With the height of the dielectric substrate h = 0.5 mm, 
the line width L is calculated as 1.55 mm via (22) for the 
microstrip feed lines and in this manner, the antenna 
reactances of TM11 mode and TM21 modes are minimized 
to j11.513 Ω and j4.5072 Ω respectively with the 
corresponding antenna input impedances finally obtained 
and used in S-parameter and VSWR analysis as 
Zin1= 45.507 + j11.513 Ω and Zin2 = 50.678 + j4.5072 Ω for 
TM11 and TM21 modes respectively.  

The S-parameters versus frequency of the designed 
SCP antenna are analyzed in Fig. 5. The resonance of both 
modes are achieved around 5.8 GHz that is suitable for 
IEEE 802.11n MIMO-OFDM WLANs operating in upper-
ISM band and the operating bandwidth of SCP antenna is 
measured to be around 55 MHz via S11 and S22 return-
loss S-parameters that is sufficiently adequate for IEEE 
802.11n WLAN communication which requires 40 MHz 
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Fig. 5.  S-parameters versus frequency of SCP antenna. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 6. Radiation patterns of SCP antenna: (a) TM11 alone, 
(b) TM21 alone, (c) TM11 andTM21 superimposed. 

 
Fig. 7.  VSWR plots versus frequency for SCP antenna. 

bandwidth. Furthermore, the S21 mutual-coupling S-pa-
rameter in Fig. 4 is well below approximately -20 dB 
within the operating bandwidth around 5.8 GHz letting the 
omittance of pattern distortion due to the coupling effects 
between the collocated antennas. This fact is also well 
apparent in Fig. 6 where the radiation patterns of both 
modes are presented marginally and in superimposed form. 
Due to the low mutual coupling achieved, the radiation 
pattern distortion imposed by TM21 mode on TM11 mode 
is negligible in the superimposed radiation pattern in 
Fig. 6(c).  

The VSWR plots of the SCP antenna for both TM11 
and TM21 modes versus frequency are further presented in 
Fig. 7. The VSWR values for the TM11 and TM21 modes 
at the resonance frequency of 5.8 GHz is measured in 
HFSSv.11@TM as 1.0482 and 1.2835 respectively that are 
very close to the theoretical lower bound of unity validat-
ing the reliability of the impedance matching of SCP 
antenna. 

4. Spatial/Modal Correlations and 
Spectral Efficiency Analysis of  
SCP-ULA  
To evaluate the achievable gains with multimode SCP 

antenna used as a uniform linear array (SCP-ULA) for 
IEEE 802.11n MIMO-OFDM WLAN communications 
when employed at access points, modems or end-user ter-
minal equipments, the spatial/modal power correlations of 
the SCP-ULA is compared with the spatial/modal power 
correlations of uniform linear arrays of center-fed dipole 
antennas of length 2/  (DP-ULA) and the spatial/modal 
power correlations of uniform linear arrays of isotropic 
TM01 dominant-mode operating circular patch antennas in 
Fig. 8 for a statistically-clustered indoor propagation envi-
ronment with a single-cluster of angular spread c

2 and 
uniformly-distributed mean angle of arrival (AoA) and 
angle of departure (AoD) with respect to array broadsides. 
The spatial/modal normalized complex correlation coeffi-
cient of all three types of antennas is given by: 
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and the power azimuth spectrum PAS (; c, c

2) that 
defines the distribution of power over the sub-multipath 
components within a cluster is used as truncated-Laplacian 
density with mean azimuth angle c  and angular spread c

2 
the form of which is given by [16]: 
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Fig. 8.  Power correlation values of DP-ULA, CP-ULA and 

SCP-ULA averaged over azimuth angle  for a 22 
array. 

The power correlation value that is strictly related to 
SNR scaling for MIMO channels is then given by 

2 p
 and the power correlation values are averaged 

over uniformly-distributed mean azimuth angles over 
azimuth angle  .  

The power correlation values of the SCP antenna for 
all angular spread values and spatial/modal combinations 
in the densest configuration where stack antennas are 
nearby in the most compact scenario allowed by the physi-
cal radius of the bottom antenna for 22 configuration as 
presented in Fig. 8 are much lower than that of the two 
nearest antennas spaced at the patch radius of SCP bottom 
antenna in /2- length DP-ULA and CP-ULA which dic-
tates spectral efficiency gains for MIMO spatial-multi-
plexing. 

In Fig. 9, the power correlations of SCP-ULA versus 
mean azimuth angle for two different values of low (5°) 
and high (20°) angular spread are presented. For all angular 
spread values, DP-ULA has the maximum correlation 
values in comparison with CP and SCP at broadside, where 
the cluster is at the center of the antenna arrays and the 
oscillations of the patch antennas SCP-1122 (upper antenna 
radiated at TM11 and lower antenna radiated at TM22 
mode), and SCP-1222 (upper antenna radiated at TM12 
and lower antenna radiated at TM22 mode) decrease di-
rectly with the increase in angular spread. Besides, the 
maximum value of the correlations for all antennas is in-
versely proportional with angular spread. 

The ergodic spectral efficiencies in bps/Hz of MIMO-
OFDM WLAN system with DP-ULA, CP-ULA and SCP-
ULA versus angular spread for 22, 44, 66 and 88 
configurations are further presented in Fig. 10 over single-
cluster Kronecker-model NLOS Rayleigh fading channel 
via [17]: 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9. Power correlation values of DP-ULA, CP-ULA and 
SCP-ULA versus mean azimuth angle (a): c

2 = 5°,  
(b) c

2 =20°. 

where the correlated channel matrix Hc has the Kronecker 
form [18-20]; 2/12/1

TXwRXc RHRH  , in terms of the receive 

and transmit normalized power correlation matrices RRX 
and RTX and the elementwise-independent MN   Wishart-
type random matrix Hw with elements distributed as 
CN(0.1). 

For 22 and 44 configurations, the SCP-ULA has 
much higher spectral efficiency than DP-ULA and slightly 
higher spectral efficiency than CP-ULA. On the other 
hand, for 66 and 88 configurations, CP-ULA and SCP-
ULA have nearly the same spectral efficiencies which is 
also higher than DP-ULA. Furthermore, based on the 
spectral efficiency results presented in Fig. 10, data rates 
achievable with SCP-ULA conforming to IEEE 802.11n 
standards with 40 MHz bandwidth at 5.8 GHz for 22, 
44, 66 and 88 array configurations are 164 Mbps, 
324 Mbps, 480 Mbps, 644 Mbps respectively for high 
angular spreads that are much higher than standard 
54 Mbps data rate achievable with SISO-OFDM 802.11 a/g 
WLAN systems. 
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The ergodic spectral efficiency of SCP-ULA,  
CP-ULA and DP-ULA versus mean azimuth angle of the 
cluster with respect to the antenna array boresights are 
further presented in Fig. 11 for low and high angular 
spreads of c

2 = 50 and c
2 = 200 respectively. In both 

cases, the ergodic spectral efficiency of SCP-ULA is the 
highest when the cluster is at the boresight; i.e. c = 90° 
followed by CP-ULA and DP-ULA. On the other hand, as 
the cluster  moves  towards  endfires  with  respect  to  the  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 10. Ergodic spectral efficiency of  MIMO-OFDM WLAN 
over Kronecker-based statistically-clustered single-
cluster NLOS Rayleigh fading channel with DP-ULA, 
CP-ULA and SCP-ULA versus angular spread at 
SNR = 10 dB: (a) 22, (b) 44, (c) 66, (d) 88 array. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 11.  Ergodic spectral efficiency of MIMO-OFDM WLAN 
over NLOS fading channel versus mean azimuth angle 
for 44 configuration of DP-ULA, CP-ULA and SCP-
ULA at (a) c

2 = 5°, (b) c
2 =20°. 
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antenna array boresights; i.e. c = 0° and c = 180°, CP-
ULA and DP-ULA respectively presents higher spectral 
efficiencies with respect to SCP-ULA. Despite this lower 
spectral efficiency of SCP-ULA with respect to CP-ULA 
and DP-ULA at endfires, the clusters in practical scenarios 
are mainly concentrated around boresight of antenna arrays 
in indoor propagation mediums and the range of mean 
azimuth angles around boresight over which SCP-ULA 
dominates CP-ULA and DP-ULA in terms of spectral 
efficiency is where the clusters reside realistically. 

Most importantly, these lower correlation and higher 
spectral efficiency gains are achieved at 33.3% and 49.9%, 
40% and 50%, and 42,9% and 50% denser space in com-
pactness with SCP-ULA with respect to DP-ULA and CP-
ULA for 44, 66 and 88 configurations respectively as 
tabulated in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3.  
 

(Type)/(NM) 22 (%) 44 (%) 66(%) 88(%) 
DP-ULA 0 33.3 40.0 42.9 
CP-ULA 49.7 49.9 50.0 50.0 

Tab. 2.  Compactness gain of SCP-ULA with respect to  
CP-ULA and DP-ULA. 

 

(TYPE)/(NM) 22 
(mm) 

44 
(mm) 

66 
(mm) 

88 
(mm) 

DP-ULA 21.2 63.6 106 148.4 

CP-ULA 42.4 84.8 127.2 169.6 

SCP-ULA 16.9 33.8 50.7 67.6 

Tab. 3.  Physical array length of SCP-ULA, CP-ULA and DP-
ULA for minimum distance between elements.  

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we proposed space-multimode stacked 

circular patch uniform linear antenna arrays (SCP-ULA) 
for deployment in size-constrained access points, modems 
and end-user terminal equipments of IEEE 802.11n 
MIMO-OFDM WLAN systems at 5.8 GHz. The perform-
ance of SCP-ULA in terms of spatio-modal power correla-
tions, ergodic spectral efficiencies and compactness are 
compared with these of dominant-mode operating circular 
patch antenna arrays (CP-ULA) and center-fed dipole 
arrays (DP-ULA). The higher or comparable spectral effi-
ciencies and lower spatio-modal correlations achieved by 
SCP-ULA over Kronecker-based statistically-clustered 
single-cluster NLOS Rayleigh fading channels in much 
more compact space requirements present space-multimode 
SCP-ULA antennas as a favorable solution for deployment 
in spatially-compact equipments of next-generation high-
speed indoor IEEE 802.11n MIMO-OFDM WLAN 
systems. 
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